
I-093-001

Comment noted.

 

I-093-002

This comment refers construction impacts.  After construction and for

operation of SR 520, WSDOT would "re-landscape in a way that would

open up views toward the water and along Boyer Avenue" (page 63 of

the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report). 

 

I-093-003

Analyses presented in the SDEIS used accepted methodology based on

WSDOT and FHWA guidance, as well as other guidance where

applicable. The discipline reports describe the methodologies as well as

policies and regulations applicable to the specific resource. Specific

topics regarding the characterization of the SDEIS documentation and

analysis are addressed in the responses to subsequent comments.
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I-093-004

Since the SDEIS was published, FHWA and WSDOT have identified a

Preferred Alternative would reduce effects on the Arboretum, compared

to No Build Alternative, by physically removing the existing Lake

Washington Boulevard eastbound on-ramp and westbound off-ramp and

the R.H. Thomson Expressway ramps. The Preferred Alternative would

not include construction of any new ramps in the Arboretum. Access to

Lake Washington Boulevard by westbound SR 520 traffic would be

moved to a new intersection located on the Montlake Boulevard lid at

24th Avenue East. See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for additional

information.

The area known as the “WSDOT peninsula” was purchased for

transportation purposes and still contains operating transportation

facilities. The agreement between WSDOT and the City of Seattle

regarding this WSDOT right-of-way holds that, while the state allows

Seattle to use and maintain portions of the property for park purposes,

the property remains under WSDOT ownership and must be relinquished

within 90 days if WSDOT needs it for transportation purposes (see page

30 of the SDEIS Cultural Resources Discipline Report).  However, as

noted in the comment, the peninsula would be benefited by removal of

the existing Lake Washington Boulevard ramps and the R.H. Thomson

Expressway ramps.

 

I-093-005

In early 2010, the Washington State Legislature passed and Gov.

Gregoire signed Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill (ESSB) 6392. ESSB

6392 directed WSDOT to work with regional agencies to refine

components of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina preferred alternative, including

design refinements and transit connections, and transit planning and

financing. WSDOT led a workgroup process in collaboration with the City

of Seattle, King County, the University of Washington and Sound Transit.

WSDOT's approach to managing freeway corridors are based on
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existing strategies for reducing collisions and congestion on urban

freeways. These strategies were presented to the ESSB 6392: Design

Refinements and Transit Connections Workgroup Technical

Coordination Team (TCT) for discussion.  The TCT considered

WSDOT’s strategies and developed final recommendations for

managing traffic in the new SR 520 corridor. These strategies included

continuous HOV lanes from I-5 to SR 202, variable tolling, continued use

of traffic management applications such as ramp meters, variable speed

limits, and lane control, as well as companion incident response services

and enforcement.  The final recommendations will result in a corridor that

is well positioned to meet the established HOV lane performance

standards and corridor performance expectations expressed by the

legislature and Seattle City Council.  The Corridor Management Plan

Technical White Paper is available at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/NR/rdonlyres/0346C8DC-2063-4E6F-8B6D-

902EB05C37EE/0/CorridorManagementPlan.pdf.
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I-093-006

The lids are funded as part of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project. WSDOT

has committed to develop aesthetic design guidelines that will meet both

local and state standards, including for visual standards.  See Page 78 of

the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report.

 

I-093-007

WSDOT initiated the Park Technical Working Group in 2008 as a forum

to discuss parks and recreational facilities with project staff, agencies

and stakeholders. The Seattle Parks and Recreation Department has

had influence in project decisions related to park resources, impacts and

proposed mitigation.  The Bagley Viewpoint has been discussed within

these meetings, and WSDOT is committed to working closely

with Seattle Parks and Recreation Department. Based on the efforts of

the Parks TWG, a new viewpoint, with similar functions and park

features, will be located on the 10th and Delmar Lid with a desire to

maintain views of Portage Bay (see the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation in

Chapter 9 of the Final EIS for further discussion).

Additionally, WSDOT has closely followed the requirements of Seattle

Ordinance 118477 to ensure that this replacement space is of equivalent

or better size, value, location and usefulness, when compared to the

existing Bagley Viewpoint. Please see the Final Section 4(f)Evaluation in

Chapter 9 of the Final EIS for further discussion.

 

I-093-008

WSDOT has held several workshops involving a wide range of natural

resource experts, including researchers for the University of Washington,

to assess the potential effects of the project and to develop appropriate

alternatives and mitigation strategies. Much of the data used in the

evaluations are also from research projects conducted within the project

study area, as well as in the overall Lake Washington Basin. In addition,

WSDOT has had numerous meetings and coordination sessions with
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local, state and federal natural resource entities and tribes during the

development of the project to develop appropriate avoidance and

minimization measures, as well as appropriate mitigation for unavoidable

effects.

 

I-093-009

See the response to comment I-193-007.

 

I-093-010

The analysis for options K and L assumed that replacement of the

Waterfront Activities Center facilities would be in-kind. However, it is

noted that these replacement facilities would require current approvals

from all applicable Shoreline Management regulations, federal statutes,

and regulations relating to construction over water. 
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I-093-011

WSDOT has followed relevant local, state and federal laws, including

Seattle Ordinance 118477, that require protection and mitigation of

parklands.  The SDEIS discusses WSDOT's compliance with Seattle

Ordinance 118477 a number of times; on page 5-63, page 21 of the

Draft Section 4(f)/6(f) Evaluation, and pages 2 and 75 of the Recreation

Discipline Report.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative which is similar to Option A, but with a number of design

refinements that are intended to minimize the effects presented in the

SDEIS.  The Preferred Alternative reduces the use and/or acquisition of

recreational facilities in the project area, compared to all options

evaluated in the SDEIS.

Through the project's Section 4(f) process, WSDOT has identified

appropriate mitigation for its use of recreational facilities.  The mitigation

measures, agreed upon by WSDOT and the agencies with jurisdiction

over the resources, are outlined in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation

(Chapter 9 of the Final EIS). Additionally, the purchase and/or

development of the Section 6(f) replacement site, which meets all

various regulations for replacement sites and provides waterfront access

to Portage Bay, would result in a net gain of Section 6(f) recreational

space in the Seattle area.

 

I-093-012

The comment refers is referring to the HB2211 legislative

workgroup. Information on AM/PM peak, bidirectional traffic volume

information can be found in Chapters 5 (Freeway Volumes and

Operations) and 6 (Local Volumes and Operations) of the SDEIS

Transportation Discipline Report.

Page 8-31 in Chapter 8 (Transit Operations) of the SDEIS Transportation
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Discipline Report provides transit travel time information consistent with

what was provided to the ESHB 2211 Workgroup.

Information regarding the number of lanes at Marsh Island can be found

in Chapter 2 of the SDEIS.

 

I-093-013

ESHB 6392 specifies that the HOV lane will be available only for

vehicles with 3 or more passengers.  This assumption was evaluated in

the Draft EIS, SDEIS, and Final EIS, and has been shown to result in

free flow operations in the HOV lane with bus service levels near 600

vehicles per day.  The State’s HOV lane operations policy would be used

to identify when the HOV lanes’ operational thresholds were met and

when an adjustment to the occupancy requirement would be

recommended.  Because ESSB 6392 specifies the HOV lane vehicle

occupancy of 3 or more people, the State would need to request

legislative approval to make any modifications. As discussed in section

5.1 of the SDEIS, and section 5.1 of the Final EIS, HOV and transit

commuters would experience substantial travel time benefits in 2030

with the addition of the HOV lane.

 

I-093-014

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate.

 

I-093-015

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate.

 

I-093-016

The Ecosystems Discipline Report Addendum specifically addresses the

operational and permanent effects of the project on fish and aquatic
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habitat. In the context of the design of the project and how or whether it

would functionally affect fisheries in Puget Sound, shading and loss of

habitat are the primary potential effects on fish use of this area.  Those

affects would be localized within the usual and accustomed fishing area

of the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe.

The potential biological implications of changes to these two parameters

are discussed in detail in the Ecosystems Discipline Report (Attachment

7 of the SDEIS). Also refer to the Ecosystems Discipline Report

Addendum Attachment 7 of the Final EIS).

 

I-093-017

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate.

 

I-093-018

The goals listed in the text box on page 25 of the SDEIS Executive

Summary are intended to be summaries of the goals contained in ESSB

6099. The second bullet in the text box is a summary of the

goal to "Minimize the project impact on surrounding neighborhoods,

including the incorporation of green lids and connectors, and minimize

any increases in additional traffic volumes through the Washington park

arboretum and other adjacent neighborhoods", and the goal of

prioritizing "travel time, speed, and reliability" is a summary of the goal

to "Ensure that the ultimate project configuration effectively prioritizes

maintaining travel time, speed, and reliability on the two high-occupancy

vehicle lanes."

 

I-093-019

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS reflects this change.
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I-093-020

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS reflects this change.

 

I-093-021

This information is included in the text and thus has not been repeated

as a footnote to the associated graphic.

Since the SDEIS was published, WSDOT has continued to investigate

and refine noise reduction strategies and is incorporating some of the

strategies recommended by the noise expert review panel into project

design. The Final EIS includes additional information on these proposed

strategies, which include 4-foot concrete traffic barriers with noise-

absorptive coating, lowering speed limits through the Portage Bay area

from 60 mph to 45 mph, encapsulating expansion joints, and using

noise-absorptive materials around the Montlake and 10th Avenue

East/Delmar Drive East lid portals. The assessment of additional noise

reduction strategies will continue throughout the design process.

With the reduction in noise that would result from these strategies, noise

walls are not recommended in Seattle with the Preferred Alternative,

except potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area where the

reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still be evaluated (see

Section 5.7 of the Final EIS). 

 

I-093-022

Through the analyses conducted for the SDEIS, WSDOT determined

that Options K and L would result in higher impacts to natural resources

than Option A. Option K, in particular, had substantially greater impacts

to wetland and aquatic resources and received considerable negative

comments from regulatory agencies. Ultimately, Options K and L were

not identified as the Preferred Alternative, due in large part to the

negative environmental effects associated with them. If Options K or L

were identified as the Preferred Alternative in the future, additional detail

would be provided at that time. As a result of the SDEIS analysis,
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direction from the Legislative Workgroup, and input from the community

and agencies, WSDOT has identified a Preferred Alternative that is

similar to Option A but with a number of design refinements to minimize

effects.

SPUI was spelled out where it first appeared in the SDEIS, which was on

page 1-18. It was defined on in the text box on page 2-6 of the SDEIS.

 

I-093-023

Exhibit 1-7 of the SDEIS used green to depict major new lids or

landscape features that would be part of the project, in order to allow

readers to understand the design options being analyzed in the SDEIS.

A number of additional small areas would receive landscape treatment

but were not depicted in this exhibit. A number of areas would also

receive landscaping as mitigation for adverse effects of the project, but

were not shown in this exhibit.

The comment is correct that the auxiliary lane on the Portage Bay Bridge

in Option A is not a through traffic lane and standard descriptions of the

project as having 6 lanes are correct. However, in this exhibit, the

purpose of pointing out the auxiliary lane was to illustrate the difference

between the design options.

The comment is correct that the differences pavement width of Montlake

Boulevard East between Option A and Options K and L is somewhat

exaggerated in this exhibit. The exhibit does not substitute for the text

description of analyses included in the EIS.

Existing parks and effects on those resources were described and

depicted in Sections 4.4, 5.4 and 6.4 of the SDEIS and the Recreation

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 of the SDEIS).
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I-093-024

Since changing the text would not result in different analysis or findings,

the requested change was not made.

 

I-093-025

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative that includes design refinements and pursues cost savings

over some alternatives presented in the SDEIS. Current program cost

estimates remain within the legislatively mandated $4.65 billion limit, and

the SR 520 program continues to pursue cost savings in the form of

contract delivery, cost estimate refinement, and design refinements of

the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-093-026

As indicated in the text referenced in the comment, the transportation

model is based on an assumption that high occupancy vehicles of 3 or

more passengers, and buses would be exempt from the toll. Chapter 1 of

the SDEIS and the Final EIS does indicate that in Washington State, the

tolling authority is the Washington State Transportation Commission,

which sets the toll rates, fees, and exemptions. The SR 520 Bridge Toll

Proposal was released in November 2010, which recommended

exempting public transit from the toll. The Transportation Commission

solicited comments on the proposal through January 4, 2011. For a full

review of the SR 520 Bridge Toll Proposal, see

http://www.wstc.wa.gov/HighwayTolling/SR520Bridge.htm.

 

I-093-027

Lighting design for the SR 520 corridor has been engineered to address

public safety needs on the roadway while minimizing effects to the built

and natural environments around the roadway. Basic illumination is

required at all freeway ramp areas and interchanges to enhance visual

perception of conditions or features that require additional driver or
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pedestrian alertness.  This is a basic public safety requirement for

highway projects with certain design features.  For a complete list and

discussion of highway illumination, see the WSDOT Traffic Manual

located on the website at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/publications/manuals/fulltext/M51-

02/Chapter4.pdf.

Due to potential effects to fish species listed for protection under the

Endangered Species Act, WSDOT has worked collaboratively with tribes

and resource agencies to identify a lighting design that would minimize

effects to the aquatic environment, including effects to fish species

occurring in the area.  See the Fish Resources section of the 2011

Ecosystems Discipline Report Addendum and Errata, and the SR 520, I-

5 to Medina Project Biological Assessment for a more complete

discussion about the effects of lighting on fish resources and the aquatic

environment in the Union Bay area. Measures to reduce lighting on fish

and the aquatic environment would also reduce the effects of lighting for

birds and other wildlife species.

In response to public, tribal, and agency comments to previous design

alternatives for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project, WSDOT has designed

the SR 520 corridor to include minimal lighting across the corridor, and

would not provide roadway lighting across the floating bridge in order to

minimize the kind of light effects outlined in this comment.

 

I-093-028

In Washington State, the tolling authority is the Washington State

Transportation Commission, who sets the toll rates, fees, and

exemptions. The SR 520 Bridge Toll Proposal was released in

November 2010, and the Transportation Commission solicited comments

on the proposal through January 4, 2011. For a full review of the SR 520

Bridge Toll Proposal, see

http://www.wstc.wa.gov/HighwayTolling/SR520Bridge.htm. This plan
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specifically addresses the comment about provisions for motorists to

mail in payments before being billed.  More information about how

electronic tolling will be implemented along the SR 520 corridor is

included in Chapter 1 of the Final EIS, and on the WSDOT website at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/520FAQ.htm#offnew.

 

I-093-029

The text identified in the comment is an accurate desciption of the width

of the Portage Bay Bridge and is designed to be a general statement to

compare the different options. No change has been made to the text

based on this comment.

 

I-093-030

The use of a design competition for Portage Bay Bridge was a

recommendation from the mediation group that the State could consider.

The design of any option or build alternative, not just Option A, would be

in accordance with WSDOT design manuals and would involve the

Seattle Design Commission. The Seattle Design Commission currently

participates in design discussions and will continue to be involved as

design development progresses. WSDOT’s design manuals are

mandatory design documents and provide primary standards that would

be used for any alternative.

 

I-093-031

The comment is addressed in the Chapter 2 of the Final EIS. Please also

see the description of the Preferred Alternative’s Montlake lid in Final

EIS Chapter 2.

 

I-093-032

See the response to Comment I-093-023 regarding the purpose of

exhibits in Chapter 2 and landscape areas not shown in green. Only
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major new lids and landscape features were shown in green in this

exhibit.

The transit-only westbound off-ramp in Option A in the exhibit was

marked by the color and legend, rather than by a text label.

Suboptions were depicted in Exhibit 2-16.

The dotted grid denoted with the number three and a cross-section

represents the drilled shafts of the boat section that would be integral

with the depressed SPUI of Option K. The same information is illustrated

and more clearly called out on Exhibit 3-10 and Exhibit 3-11 in the

SDEIS.

Lid and landscaping features have been shaded and called out similarly

in the exhibits to avoid an overly detailed legend. The exhibits are

intended to support the descriptions of the options in Chapters 2 and 3.

 

I-093-033

See the response to Comment I-093-022 regarding Option K.  

 

I-093-034

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS provides additional discussion of design

features that accommodate potential future light rail. Through

coordination with Sound Transit, WSDOT has designed the Preferred

Alternative to have enhanced compatibility with potential future light rail

compared to the SDEIS design options.

The statement in the comment that designing the project for light rail is a

statutory mandate is inaccurate.  Engrossed Senate Substitute Bill 6099,

which was passed in the 2007 session of the Washington State

Legislature and codified as RCW 47.01.410, is provided in full below.
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RCW 47.01.410 - State route No. 520 improvements - Multimodal

transportation plan.

As part of the state route number 520 bridge replacement and HOV

project, the governor's office shall work with the department, sound

transit, King county metro, and the University of Washington, to plan for

high capacity transportation in the state route number 520 corridor. The

parties shall jointly develop a multimodal transportation plan that ensures

the effective and efficient coordination of bus services and light rail

services throughout the state route number 520 corridor. The plan shall

include alternatives for a multimodal transit station that serves the state

route number 520 - Montlake interchange vicinity, and mitigation of

impacts on affected parties. The high capacity transportation planning

work must be closely coordinated with the state route number 520 bridge

replacement and HOV project's environmental planning process, and

must be completed within the current funding for the project. A draft plan

must be submitted to the governor and the joint transportation committee

by October 1, 2007. A final plan must be submitted to the governor and

the joint transportation committee by December 2008. 

As stated in the law, a plan was mandated to ensure “the effective and

efficient coordination of bus services and light rail services throughout

the state route number 520 corridor” [emphasis added]. The

Legislature’s intent was not, as the comment suggests, to require light

rail in the State Route Number 520 corridor. The legislative mandate was

satisfied with the SR 520 High-Capacity Transit Plan, which WSDOT,

Sound Transit, and King County Metro published in December 2008. To

satisfy the mandate, the plan developed a proposal for high-capacity bus

rapid transit on SR 520 and a plan for the Montlake Multimodal Center to

serve as a major transfer point between the University Link rail station,

the proposed SR 520 bus rapid transit lines, and local bus service. The

multimodal center will ensure effective and efficient coordination of bus

services and light rail services, as called for in the legislation.
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I-093-035

The construction staging areas discussed in Chapter 3 of the SDEIS

refer to the large main areas where contractor job trailers, materials

storage, equipment staging, and other construction support activities are

likely to occur. The construction easements needed in the Montlake

Playfield area are sized to allow for equipment and work bridges to build

the Portage Bay Bridge, but not to supply storage space or contractor

support space.  The areas identified in the Montlake Playfield area are

primarily to support access to the existing Portage Bay Bridge, and

construction of the new Portage Bay Bridge and associated facilities

only.

Some construction staging would be needed to support building the new

Portage Bay Bridge, and would be located on the southwest end of the

bridge, adjacent to Boyer Avenue.

 

I-093-036

Exhibit 10-2 of the Transportation Discipline Report displays the

construction sequencing and activities for each option along with the

necessary road closures for each. Additionally, Exhibit 10-7 of the same

report contains the construction durations, the potential haul routes, and

the average and peak trucks per day.   

Construction assumptions developed for the project identify major

freeways such as I-5, SR 520, and I-405 as primary haul routes intended

to carry most project truck traffic. However, there will be times when city

streets will need to be used as secondary haul routes. Secondary haul

routes for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project were identified based on

criteria such as shortest off-highway mileage, and providing access to

locations needed for construction where direct highway access is

unavailable.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has refined potential haul
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routes to avoid using non-arterial neighborhood streets. Local

jurisdictions can limit the use of non-arterial streets for truck traffic;

therefore, efforts were made to identify designated arterial streets for

potential use as haul routes. Local jurisdictions will determine final haul

routes for those actions and activities that require a street use or other

jurisdictional permit. The permit process typically takes place during the

final design phase and prior to construction. NE Pacific Place, and 15th

Ave NE to NE 45th Street are only identified as potential haul routes for

Options K and L, and are not identified as potential haul routes for

Option A or the Preferred Alternative. This information has been updated

in Chapter 3 of the Final EIS and Chapter 10 of the Final Transportation

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-093-037

Comment noted. Construction road closures were updated for the

Preferred Alternative and are described in Chapter 3 of the Final EIS.

 

I-093-038

The location of the permanent pumping station is shown on the graphic

as a "stormwater treatment facility" located near the southeast and

southwest corners of the Foster Island landscape feature.  These

facilities are relatively small compared to the size of the surrounding

project elements.

At the stage of design analyzed in the SDEIS, the dimensions and "bulk"

of the pumping stations were not developed to the degree described in

the comment.  Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a

Preferred Alternative that does not need pumping stations described for

Option K. Therefore, this concept has not been further developed and is

not part of the Preferred Alternative design.
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I-093-039

The construction-related land use effects of Option L were described on

page 59 and Exhibit 26 of the Land Use, Economics, and Relocations

Discipline Report. FHWA and WSDOT have identified a Preferred

Alternative that is similar to Option A. If Option L were identified as the

Preferred Alternative in the future, additional detail regarding the

widening of Montlake Boulevard in this location would be provided at that

time.

 

I-093-040

As described on page 6-2 in Chapter 6 of the SDEIS Transportation

Discipline Report, southbound backups today on Montlake Boulevard

approaching the SR 520 eastbound on-ramp can extend as far back as

25th Avenue NE near University Village, and backups on NE Pacific

Street can extend back through the NE Pacific Place intersection. These

represent backups on a typical weekday.  We acknowledge that backups

beyond this location also occur in this area, particular related to bridge

closures and special events that take place during off-peak periods.

However, the analysis conducted in the SDEIS and Final EIS focused on

typical weekday peak periods, in order to provide for a relative

comparison among alternatives/options.

Refer to Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report for an

updated description of local traffic volumes and operations in the

Montlake Interchange Area for existing conditions and 2030 conditions

with the No Build and Preferred Alternatives. Existing and future

congestion at the NE Pacific Street/Montlake Boulevard NE and NE

Pacific Place and Montlake Boulevard NE are discussed in more detail in

this chapter.

 

I-093-041

Comment noted. The transportation analysis showed that the project

would not result an increase in traffic volumes on Madison Street that
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would result in measurable changes. See also the response to Comment

I-093-022 regarding Option K.

 

I-093-042

The height of the west transition span in the Preferred Alternative is 44

feet above the surface of Lake Washington, providing clearance for all

Seattle Fire Department boats including Engine One, which has an

extendable mast that can be lowered to a minimum height of 40 feet.

The design and construction of the floating bridge will ensure that the

clearance of the west transition span is aligned with the navigation

channel, and that the pontoon anchoring system does not interfere with

the navigation channel under the west transition span. The Navigable

Waterways Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS)

provides information on the design of the Preferred Alternative as it

relates to navigation.

 

I-093-043

The temporary closure of Pacific Street was only included under Options

K and L. The Preferred Alternative is most similar to Option A and does

not involve closing Pacific Street for construction.

 

I-093-044

Through the environmental evaluation process, WSDOT has determined

that Madison Park would not be affected, directly or indirectly, by project

construction or operation. NEPA calls for analyzing impacts of

reasonable alternatives on resources that could be affected by a

proposal. It is not within the scope of the EIS to analyze resources that

would not be affected, or to analyze the effects of original bridge

construction.

WSDOT has analyzed the impacts to recreational facilities that would be

affected from the SR 520, I-5 to Medina Project.  The evaluation can be
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found in the Recreation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 of the SDEIS)

and in the Recreation Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 of the

Final EIS).

 

I-093-045

This descriptions of Foster Island and Marsh Island, found in Chapter 4:

The Project Area's Environment, are not intended to detail the historic

events of the project area. As indicated on page 4-1, "This chapter

describes what the project area is like today, setting the stage for the

project's effects described in Chapters 5 and 6." 

The SDEIS Cultural Resources Discipline Report (Attachment 7 of the

SDEIS) and the Final Cultural Resources Assessment and Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 of the Final EIS) discuss the historic context of

Foster Island and Marsh Island.

For an index providing all references to Foster Island and Marsh Island,

please see Attachment 2 of the SDEIS and Attachment 2 of the Final

EIS.

 

I-093-046

The Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the

SDEIS) included an evaluation of Rainier Vista and two visualizations to

illustrate visual effects (see Attachment 2 of the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report, Exhibits 2-10 and 2-11) from Alternatives

A, K, and L. Since the SDEIS was published, WSDOT has identified a

Preferred Alternative which is similar to Option A, but with a number of

design refinements. See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for a description of

the planning process and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-093-047

Thank you for the information on Foster Island crows. Since publication
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of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred Alternative which is

similar to Option A, but with a number of design refinements.  See

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for a description of the Preferred Alternative. 

Following are some of the features in the Preferred Alternative that avoid

or minimize effects:

No direct connection from SR 520 to Lake Washington Park

Boulevard

•

In-water structures through the Arboretum, Foster Island, and

wetlands have been reduced to the extent possible

•

Stormwater facilities have been preliminarily sited and designed and

will comply with code requirements for design

•

The project footprint has been reduced wherever possible while

complying with safety and operational standards

•

 

I-093-048

The Geology and Soils discipline analysis was based upon United States

National Seismic Hazard Maps and the Quaternary Fault and Fold

Database, which incorporates current seismic hazard and fault

information from the U.S. Geologic Survey, as noted in the References

section on page 78 of the discipline report.  The analysis provided in the

SDEIS fully addresses the effects of all design options based on the

most current and available information at the time of publication. FHWA

and WSDOT announced a Preferred Alternative that minimizes the

effects of the project on the neighborhoods and the environment. The

Preferred Alternative does not include a tunnel under the Montlake Cut.

If Option K were identified as the Preferred Alternative in the future,

additional detail regarding the tunnel would be provided at that time.

 

I-093-049

The analysis provided in the SDEIS fully addresses the effects of the

land bridge based on the most current and available information at the

time of publication. No dredging is planned for the project that would

result in the kind of soil displacement and fill issues described in the
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comment.  See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for a description of the

Preferred Alternative.  See Chapter 3 of the Final EIS for a description of

construction techniques applicable to the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-093-050

 Chapter 2 of the Final EIS discusses the reasons that Option M,

proposed during the legislative workgroup, was not considered a

reasonable alternative. The primary reasons for its dismissal were

environmental impact and cost. As stated in the findings of the legislative

workgroup, “Because the Montlake Cut is an environmentally sensitive

area, we believe the permitting of Option M’s wetlands impacts will be

very risky and very costly to mitigate and we believe there would be a

high likelihood of a much longer delay (12 to 24 months) in order to

negotiate the permitting issue with the US Army Corps of Engineers.”

Additionally, the Cost Review Panel was concerned that given the range

of probable costs for Option M, it was unlikely to fit within the legislatively

established budget for the project.

 

I-093-051

The State, City of Seattle, University of Washington, and transit agencies

coordinated on the design of the Rainier Vista area through the 6392

workgroup process.  These agencies will continue to coordinate through

the design and construction of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project. The

Final EIS includes the updated information regarding the design of the

Rainier Vista.

 

I-093-052

At the time of the SDEIS, the City of Seattle, King County Metro, Sound

Transit, University of Washington, and WSDOT were considering several

options to improve circulation at the intersection of Montlake Boulevard

NE and NE Pacific Street. WSDOT coordinated with these agencies to

ensure that the SR 520 project options would be compatible with other
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improvements at this location.

The Rainier Vista Project and improvements to the future Montlake

Multimodal Center (currently known as the Montlake Triangle) are not

part of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina Project; however, WSDOT continues to

coordinate with the University and Sound Transit on issues of transit and

pedestrian connectivity in this area. Sound Transit and the University of

Washington, along with WSDOT, have recommended a grade-separated

crossing (pedestrian/bicycle lid) over Montlake Boulevard NE. This

solution assumes that the University of Washington’s Rainier Vista

project, which would provide a grade-separated crossing over Pacific

Place NE, will be completed. Please see Chapter 8 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report for discussion of the Montlake

Multimodal Center. For further information, also see the SR 520 High-

Capacity Transit Plan at:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/Library/technical.htm.

 

I-093-053

The referenced information from the ESHB 2211 process was not

included in the SDEIS or SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report. 

However, a comparison of average PM peak hour travel times along two

key routes in the Montlake interchange area is provided in on page 8-31

of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report. This information was

provided to the ESHB legislative workgroup to compare the travel time

effects of the No Build Alternative and Options A, Suboption A, Option K,

and Option L.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has developed a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative.

The Preferred Alternative would result in traffic circulation patterns and
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traffic volumes that are similar to the No Build Alternative, Options A, and

Suboption A, and would result in minimal changes in traffic volumes on

Montlake Boulevard north of Pacific Place NE. Chapter 6 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report describes the changes in traffic volume

and operations on the local streets in the Montlake interchange area with

the Preferred Alternative, and Chapter 8 describes the effects of the

Preferred Alternative on transit service, facilities, ridership, travel times

during a.m., p.m., and off-peak periods, and rider connections.

 

I-093-054

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has developed a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects.  Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative. Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

describes the effects of the No Build and Preferred Alternatives on local

traffic volumes and operations in the Montlake interchange area.

 

I-093-055

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has developed a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing the

effects of the SDEIS options.  Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the

Preferred Alternative. Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation Discipline

Report describes the effects of the No Build and Preferred Alternatives

on local traffic volumes and operations in the Montlake interchange

area.  Traffic circulation patterns are not expected to change significantly

with the Preferred Alternative as compared to the No Build Alternative. 

On Boyer Avenue, traffic volumes with the Preferred Alternative are

expected to be within 5% of the traffic volumes expected with the No

Build Alternative.  Therefore, no specific analysis was conducted for

intersections along this roadway for the Final EIS.
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I-093-056

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has developed a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects.  Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative.

Motorist safety and comfort associated with the Preferred Alternative is

described in Chapter 5 of the Final EIS and in Chapters 2 and 5 of the

Final Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-093-057

Comment noted.

 

I-093-058

The legend lists all intersections that were evaluated. The graphic itself

calls out only those intersections that would operate poorly.

 

I-093-059

It is assumed you are referencing the October 8, 2009 meeting

presentation that included transit travel times for each of the options. 

Information regarding the transit travel times can be found in the

Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 of the SDEIS).  Section

5.1 of the Final EIS and the Final Transportation Discipline Report

include information about transit travel times associated with the

Preferred Alternative.

 

I-093-060

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects.  Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative.
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I-093-061

Refer to response to comment I-093-060.

 

I-093-062

Refer to response to comment I-093-060.

 

I-093-063

See response to I-093-010.

 

I-093-064

The analysis assumed that no structures would be taken to replace park

land or to relocate the Waterfront Activities Center.

 

I-093-065

The Preferred Alternative would not result in any loss of parking at the

Hop-In grocery. Refer to Chapter 9 of the Final Transportation Discipline

Report for more information on parking effects for the Preferred

Alternative.

 

I-093-066

In early 2000, the City concluded a five-year neighborhood planning

process. The City took three actions in response to each plan produced

in this process. From each plan a set of neighborhood specific goals and

policies were adopted into the Comprehensive Plan. These goals and

policies constitute the “adopted” neighborhood plans. The pertinent land

use and transportation policies from the University Community Urban

Center Neighborhood Plan was discussed in Attachment 1 of the Land

Use, Economics, and Relocations Discipline Report.

As a result of the SDEIS analysis, direction from the Legislative

Workgroup, and input from the community and agencies, WSDOT

has identified a Preferred Alternative that is similar to Option A but with a
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number of design refinements to minimize effects. Ultimately, Options K

and L were not identified as the Preferred Alternative, due in large part to

the negative environmental effects associated with them. If Options K or

L were identified as the Preferred Alternative in the future, additional

detail would be provided at that time.

 

I-093-067

AM and PM peak hour traffic volumes for Options K and L are shown in

Exhibits 6-1 and 6-2 in Chapter 6 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline

Report. Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report describes

the effects of the No Build Alternative and Preferred Alternative on local

traffic volumes and operations in the Montlake interchange area.

 

I-093-068

The Seattle City Council adopted Resolution No. 31092 on September

28, 2008, to authorize the parks director to negotiate relocating the

museum, including the MOHAI collection, to a regional museum located

at Lake Union Park. The negotiation to move the MOHAI was approved

on July 6, 2009. If MOHAI has not moved to another site before

construction of the 6-Lane Alternative, WSDOT would assist MOHAI in

moving to suitable replacement facilities. WSDOT would also

compensate Seattle Parks and Recreation and the Seattle-King County

Historical Society for the loss of the MOHAI facilities in accordance with

applicable WSDOT policies and regulations for right-of-way acquisition.

WSDOT continues to work closely with MOHAI regarding its relocation.

A discussion of this acquisition can be found in the Land Use,

Economics, and Relocations Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the

SDEIS). The effects to MOHAI with the Preferred Alternative are the

same as with the SDEIS (see the Land Use, Relocations and Economics

Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).
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I-093-069

The Environmental Justice Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7

to the Final EIS) presents the environmental consequences of the

Preferred Alternative and reflects additional analyses that resulted from

the public and agency comments received on the SDEIS.

Operation of the project would result in a number of effects - both

beneficial and adverse - for residents of neighborhoods in the study area

(as discussed in pages 79 -83 of the 2009 Environmental Justice

Discipline Report in Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). According to the

demographic analysis of the study area, low-income, minority, and low-

English proficiency residents of those neighborhoods would experience

the same effects as other residents. However, as noted earlier, even if

low-income populations experience the same exposure to adverse

effects as other residents, the effects of that exposure might be more

severe.

See response to comment I-093-022 regarding Option K.

 

I-093-070

In Washington State, the tolling authority is the Washington State

Transportation Commission, who sets the toll rates, fees, and

exemptions. The SR 520 Bridge Toll Proposal was released in

November 2010, and the Transportation Commission solicited comments

on the proposal through January 5, 2011. For a full review of the SR 520

Bridge Toll Proposal, see

http://www.wstc.wa.gov/HighwayTolling/SR520Bridge.htm.  The project

analysts could not speculate or assume that higher project costs would

translate into variable toll costs or tolling duration, depending on the cost

of the option chosen. It was assumed that a higher cost option would be

funded through other currently undefined means.
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I-093-071

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate.

 

I-093-072

In preparing the SDEIS, WSDOT followed NEPA and SEPA regulations

and guidance, as well as WSDOT’s Environmental Procedures Manual.

The SMC sections cited contain the same language on identification of

impacts and mitigation measures as the SEPA Rules (see WAC 197-11-

440(6)(a) and WAC 197-11-660(1)(b)). The SDEIS provided a

comprehensive analysis of effects and mitigation measures based on the

project design information available at that time. The Final EIS and

addenda also describe proposed mitigation measures more precisely

when feasible because mitigation planning has advanced since the

SDEIS and discipline reports were published. The decision-making

process for this project has lasted over 10 years and has incorporated

extensive participation from stakeholder groups, communities, and the

general public.

 

I-093-073

In Washington State, the tolling authority is the Washington State

Transportation Commission, who sets the toll rates, fees, and

exemptions. The SR 520 Bridge Toll Proposal was released in

November 2010, and the Transportation Commission solicited comments

on the proposal through January 5, 2011. For a full review of the SR 520

Bridge Toll Proposal, see

http://www.wstc.wa.gov/HighwayTolling/SR520Bridge.htm. This plan

specifically addresses the comment about provisions for motorists to

mail in payments before being billed.  More information about how

electronic tolling will be implemented along the SR 520 corridor is

included in Chapter 1 of the Final EIS, and on the WSDOT website at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Tolling/520FAQ.htm#offnew
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I-093-074

Through the project's Section 6(f) process, WSDOT has continued

coordination with the Section 6(f) stakeholders, including the University

of Washington, City of Seattle, Recreation and Conservation Office and

the National Parks Service, in an effort to further refine conversion

numbers and reduce potential impacts. Proposed conversion of the

Section 6(f) resource has been reduced since the meeting referenced in

this comment, publication of the SDEIS and refinement of the Preferred

Alternative.  The final Section 6(f) conversion acreages can be found in

Chapter 10 of the Final EIS and in the Section 6(f) Environmental

Evaluation (Attachment 15 of the Final EIS).

 

I-093-075

The requested revision has not been made because the increased open

space and additional pathways, along with the ramp removal of Option A

can be seen on the following page, through Exhibit 5.4-2. 

Please see the Potential Effects section of the Recreation Discipline

Report Addendum (Attachment 7 of the Final EIS) for a description of the

proposed Montlake Lid and how it would operate near East Montlake

Park.

 

I-093-076

Comment noted. WSDOT received a number of comments in support of

and in opposition to Options A, K, and L and the associated suboptions.

These opinions are summarized in the Supplemental Draft

Environmental Impact Statement Summary of Comments (WSDOT, April

2010), available at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing
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negative effects. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative and Chapters 5 and 6 describe its environmental effects.

 

I-093-077

Through the Parks Technical Working Group (TWG), WSDOT has

worked extensively with the City of Seattle and University of Washington,

along with other stakeholders, to minimize impacts to park and

recreation resources while meeting the obligations of City Ordinance

118477 and Section 6(f).  Ultimately, the City of Seattle and the

University of Washington made the final decision on the suitability of

replacement properties for size, location, and value. 

Please see Chapter 10 of the Final EIS for additional information on the

proposed replacement site and its fulfillment of the requirements set forth

in City Ordinance 118477.

 

I-093-078

The use of a design competition for Portage Bay Bridge was a

recommendation from the mediation group that the State could consider.

The last paragraph of page 2-10 of the SDEIS noted that “For Option A,

the mediation group recommended that the bridge type and aesthetic

treatment be determined through a design competition.”

WSDOT design manuals and the Seattle Design Commission would be

part of any Seattle design option, not just Option A. The Seattle Design

Commission currently participates in design discussions and would

continue to be involved with design develop for any alternative in the

Seattle project area. WSDOT’s design manuals are mandatory design

documents and provide primary standards that would be used for any

alternative in the Seattle project area.

Please also see the response to comment I-093-030 regarding visual

quality.
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I-093-079

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate.

 

I-093-080

WSDOT discussed the height of the west approach structure with the

North Madison Park and Laurelhurst communities, early in 2010. With

the Preferred Alternative, the height of the floating bridge would be

approximately 20 feet above the water. It would be approximately 10 feet

higher than the existing bridge, and approximately 5 to 10 feet lower than

previous designs considered in the DEIS and the SDEIS. This responds

to community concerns while allowing for bridge maintenance and safety

needs. The City of Seattle is a regular participant in functional design

discussions and will continue to be involved. 

 

I-093-081

Please refer to the minimization and mitigation measures in Chapters 5

and 6 of the Final EIS. Also see Table 2-3 in the Final EIS. WSDOT will

also develop a Transportation Management Plan (TMP) prior to

construction. The TMP will contain strategies for managing traffic

operation, traffic control, and public information for the project. In

addition, WSDOT will include best management practices (BMPs) to

minimize effects to residences within the construction area. Results from

the noise expert review panel were summarized on page 5-111 of the

SDEIS.

 

I-093-082

As defined by 36 CFR 800.16, a historic property, "means any prehistoric

or historic district, site, building, structure, or object included in, or

eligible for inclusion in, the National Register of Historic Places

maintained by the Secretary of the Interior."
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Upon review of the Montlake District, WSDOT determined that the

district was eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic

Places, and subsequently referred to it as the Montlake Historic District

in the SDEIS.

Additionally, WSDOT had not prepared a determination of eligibility for

Foster Island prior to publication of the SDEIS, therefore WSDOT was

unable to refer to Foster Island as a historic property.  Tribal

consultations concluded at the end of 2010, and through these

consultations WSDOT determined that Foster Island was eligible for

listing in the NRHP. Thus, Foster Island is referred to as a TCP in the

Final Cultural Resources Assessment and Discipline Report.

Please see the Final Cultural Resources Assessment and Discipline

Report for more information about the historic significance of Foster

Island.

 

I-093-083

Under the Preferred Alternative, a new bascule bridge would be

constructed parallel to and just east of the existing Montlake Bridge. The

two bridges would each operate with three lanes, two general purpose

lanes and one HOV lane. The existing bridge would serve southbound

traffic, and the new bridge would serve northbound traffic.

Final EIS transportation models have demonstrated that the second

bascule bridge would benefit traffic flow and improve traffic operations

compared to the No Build Alternative by allowing for lane continuity

between the Montlake Cut and the SR 520 interchange.  Overall delay

related to bridge openings and maintenance would also decrease for all

vehicles because the additional capacity would allow congestion to clear

more quickly. 

Please see the Final Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 of

the Final EIS) for a more detailed discussion of traffic flow in this area.
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I-093-084

The statement on page 5-91 of the SDEIS is not inaccurate.

Under Option K, the existing Lake Washington Boulevard ramps would

be removed and would be replaced with a single-point urban interchange

(SPUI).  Removing the Lake Washington Boulevard ramps would sever

the existing connection provided by the ramps and would allow the new

ramps to run independently of Lake Washington Boulevard, and would

be located to its east.

The Preferred Alternative would reduce effects on Lake Washington

Boulevard by physically removing the existing Lake Washington

Boulevard eastbound on-ramp and westbound off-ramp and the R.H.

Thomson Expressway ramps. The result of this and other features of the

Preferred Alternative is a reduction in trip volumes on Lake Washington

Boulevard in the Arboretum compared the No Build Alternative. Under

the Preferred Alternative in 2030, a.m. peak hour volumes on Lake

Washington Boulevard through the Arboretum would be 1,330 vehicles

per hour with the Preferred Alternative, compared to 1,950 vehicles per

hour with the No Build Alternative. P.m. peak hour volumes would be

1,410 vehicles per hour compared to 1,730 with the No Build Alternative.

The reduced trip volume, along with other Lake Washington Boulevard

enhancements would benefit the setting and feeling of the park

boulevard.

Please see the Final Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 of

the Final EIS) for more information.

 

I-093-085

WSDOT has performed additional analysis of Lake Washington

Boulevard since the publication of the SDEIS.  WSDOT prepared a

determination of eligibility for the Boulevard, and through a more in-depth

analysis, research and review, recommended Lake Washington

Boulevard from Madison Street and NE Pacific Street individually eligible
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for the National Register of Historic Places. This continuous segment

stretches for two miles, and will henceforth be protected by the

provisions of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.

Additionally, Lake Washington Boulevard will be acknowledged as a

designated Park Boulevard in the Final EIS. All discipline report

amendments will properly refer to Lake Washington Boulevard as a Park

Boulevard.

Please see the Final Cultural Resources Assessment and Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 of the Final EIS) for more information. Lake

Washington Boulevard is discussed in the Final Section 4(f) Evaluation

(Chapter 9 of the Final EIS), although it is discussed as a historic

property, not as a park property. 

 

I-093-086

The effects determination for the project undertaking, under all options

presented in the SDEIS and the Preferred Alternative, has always been

"adverse effect to historic properties."  However, the Draft Section

4(f)/6(f) Evaluation demonstrates that historic properties in the project

area would not be affected to the degree that the primary use of

properties would be impaired, due to construction of Option K.

The Final Section 4(f) Evaluation (Chapter 9 of the Final EIS)

demonstrates that the Preferred Alternative would do the least harm to

Section 4(f) properties, and the least overall harm, compared to the other

alternatives considered in the Section 4(f) evaluation.

 

I-093-087

Please see the response to Comment I-093-084, regarding how

the Preferred Alternative would benefit Lake Washington Boulevard.
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I-093-088

The Preferred Alternative does not include a tunnel under the Montlake

cut. If Option K were identified for implementation, the tunnel lid portals

would be provided with noise-absorptive material similar that proposed

for the lids portals with the Preferred Alternative. Noise levels at the

northern end of the Option K tunnel portal would not have been

significant because traffic would have slowed as it approached a signal

at the Montlake/Pacific intersection or, having stopped at the signal,

would have accelerated slowly as it continued southbound.  

 

I-093-089

See the response to Comment I-093-021 regarding noise reduction

strategies. Additional information about the noise reduction strategies

proposed by the noise expert review panel has been incorporated into

the project and is described in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS. A reference to

their report has been added to the Noise Discipline Report Addendum

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-093-090

Comment acknowledged. Information on page 5-134 was not intended to

be a direct quote. 

 

I-093-091

Comment noted.

 

I-093-092

See response to comment I-093-022 regarding Option K.

 

I-093-093

Comment noted. The referenced text on Option K uses standard verb

forms that are appropriate in NEPA documents for discussions of
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potential future effects of alternatives or options which have not been

selected or designed beyond a conceptual level.

 

I-093-094

The suggested changes were not made because they are not navigation

effects. The number of bridge operators required could be considered an

economic effect; however, it is possible that design features could be

included in Option L so that only one bridge operator would be needed.

Further, through the analyses conducted for the SDEIS, WSDOT

determined that Option L would result in higher negative effects to

natural resources than Option A. WSDOT has now identified a Preferred

Alternative that includes a second Montlake Cut crossing adjacent to the

existing crossing, similar to Option A (see Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for

a description of the Preferred Alternative), and WSDOT staff time and

funding resources are now invested in developing the design of the

Preferred Alternative, rather than in further developing the design of

Option L.

The duration of bridge openings, if different from the existing Montlake

bridge, would be associated with a transportation effect. The Final

Transportation Discipline Report demonstrates improved transportation

operations with the Preferred Alternative in the Montlake area, compared

to No Build. The second bascule bridge would allow for lane continuity

between the Montlake Cut and the SR 520 Montlake interchange, which

would improve traffic operations compared to the No Build Alternative.

Section 5.1 of the Final EIS and Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 of the Final EIS) describe the changes

in traffic volumes and operations on the local streets in the Montlake

interchange area. 

 

I-093-095

The requested edit has not been made. Table 5-15.7 displays the value

of the right-of-way needed to build with each option, A, K and L, along
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with the estimated property tax decreases resulting from that

acquisition.  The land needed to replace lost parkland would not be

acquired as WSDOT right-of-way, and therefore would not be

represented on this table. Additionally, while drafting the SDEIS, the

Parks Technical Working Group (TWG) had not yet determined the

appropriate replacement sites. Please see Section 5.4 and Chapter 10 of

the Final EIS for additional information about replacement sites for

converted parkland.

 

I-093-096

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has developed a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing the

effects of the SDEIS options.  Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the

Preferred Alternative. Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation Discipline

Report describes the effects of the No Build Alternative and Preferred

Alternative on local traffic volumes and operations in the Montlake

interchange area.

 

I-093-097

Information about how the project Preferred Alternative accommodates

SR 520 buses serving the Montlake lid transit stop is included in the

Final EIS, as well as information about the transit agencies' ongoing

pursuit of funding to improve transit services.

 

I-093-098

The requested edit has not been made because this paragraph is not

intended to outline the differences between the Montlake lid across the

options.  However, the paragraph does present the additional lidded

features included as part of Options K and L.
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I-093-099

Table 5.16-1 says, "Under Option K, the land bridge at Foster

Island would remove the naturalized woodlands on both sides of SR

520," which indicates a significant alteration to visual quality.  Because

the land bridge and its general characteristics are discussed in previous

chapters, the requested revision has not been made.

See response to comment I-093-022 regarding Option K.

 

I-093-100

WSDOT design manuals and the Seattle Design Commission would be

part of any Seattle design option, not just Option A. The Seattle Design

Commission currently participates in design discussions and would

continue to be involved with design develop for any alternative in the

Seattle project area. WSDOT’s design manuals are mandatory design

documents and provide primary standards that would be used for any

alternative in the Seattle project area.

 

I-093-101

See the response to Comment I-093-021 regarding noise reduction

strategies.

 

I-093-102

Page 5-170 of the SDEIS and page 34 of the SDEIS Executive Summary

summarize conformity with air quality standards (NAAQS). For project-

level conformity, a project must demonstrate that it will not cause a

localized effect, defined as an exceedance of the carbon monoxide (CO)

NAAQS; this is discussed on page 24 of the Air Quality Discipline

Report. The summaries are based on Exhibits 15 and 16 on page 31 of

the discipline report, which are repeated as Tables 5.8-1 and 5.8-2 5-113

of the SDEIS. These exhibits show local CO concentrations under the

options and under Option A with Suboptions. The difference between the

Options A, K, and L's operating emissions are within the accuracy of the
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model, therefore the three options should be considered equivalent.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a greenhouse gas. Operational CO2 emissions

are discussed in the Energy Discipline Report and Section 5.9 of the

SDEIS. The summary on page 5-174 is consistent with Exhibit 24 of the

Energy Discipline Report and the text on page 5-117 of the SDEIS.

Adding the suboptions to the options would not change the relative

effects of the options.

 

I-093-103

WSDOT has identified a Preferred Alternative that would improve

mobility and safety while reducing negative effects to salmonids. Chapter

2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred Alternative and Chapters 5

and 6 describe its environmental effects. The ecosystems analysis of

ESA listed species has been updated in the Final EIS, and Table 5.11-5

describes effects on ESA listed fish species in the project area. If

Options K or L were identified as the Preferred Alternative in the future,

additional information would be provided as appropriate during final

design and permitting.

 

I-093-104

Additional information about the Preferred Alternative's bus stop

locations within the Montlake area are provided in Chapter 8 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report. 

 

I-093-105

The Draft Section 4(f)/6(f) Evaluation (Attachment 7 of the SDEIS) does

speak to the reconstruction of the Arboretum Waterfront Trail.  On

page 89, the report states, "the Arboretum Waterfront Trail that currently

passes beneath SR 520 would be reconstructed on the berm to provide

pedestrian access over the highway." Although not in a table,

construction durations affecting the trail are discussed for each option
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and can be found on page 72 for Option A, page 92 for Option K, and on

page 106 for Option L. 

 

I-093-106

The referenced section describes methods that could be implemented to

minimize the effects of construction. WSDOT and other agencies

currently implement similar programs for non-construction conditions to

encourage carpooling and transit use, manage special event traffic, and

increase the efficiency of traffic operations. The Lake Washington

Congestion Management Project is adding active traffic management

systems to SR 520 that will further improve safety and efficiency.

 

I-093-107

Since the SDEIS was published, FHWA and WSDOT have developed a

Preferred Alternative that is similar to Option A, but incorporates design

refinements that respond to community and stakeholder comments on

the SDEIS. WSDOT has performed additional studies to identify

alternative construction methods and opportunities to reduce the

project’s construction and long-term effects, as presented in Chapter 3 of

the Final EIS. WSDOT will continue to coordinate with the University of

Washington to ensure that project effects on the university are minimized

or mitigated as much as possible.

 

I-093-108

Comment acknowledged.

 

I-093-109

Refer to response to comment I-093-060.

 

I-093-110

Comment noted.
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I-093-111

Chapter 10 of the Transportation Discipline Report indicated that closing

NE Pacific Street would result in substantial delays for traffic and transit

riders who normally travel on NE Pacific Street or Montlake Boulevard

NE. However, the report also described temporary improvements along

NE Pacific Place that would allow buses to continue operation in that

immediate vicinity. A detour of the routes to the University Bridge was

not proposed.

 

I-093-112

The analysist focused on neighborhoods and their residents because

these populations are relatively stable and demographics data is readily

available. Patients of medical facilities are constantly changing and

information is not available about patients to protect personal information

and privacy. That said, WSDOT has worked closed with the University of

Washington to minimize negative effects on its medical center. The

Preferred Alternative reduces effects compared to the SDEIS options by

not requiring the closure of Pacific Street and by coordinating with the

UW regarding noise and vibration monitoring to ensure acceptable levels

during construction.

 

I-093-113

WSDOT conducted pile driving tests in the project area to assess

various methods to minimize potential impacts from pile driving. The

tests identified procedures to substantially minimize pile driving effects

that will be used during construction of the Preferred Alternative.

 

Option K would result in substantially greater impacts than Options A

and L. Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a

Preferred Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of

design refinements that would improve mobility and safety while

reducing negative effects. Refer to the Ecosystems Discipline Report
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Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) for more details regarding pile

driving. 

 

I-093-114

Through the ESSB 6392 process, WSDOT and FHWA coordinated with

the University of Washington, the City of Seattle, bicycle and pedestrian

advisory boards, Seattle Design Commission, King County Metro, and

Sound Transit to develop a plan for incorporation of several elements.

These elements include the University of Washington’s Rainier Vista

plan, Sound Transit’s pedestrian bridge, and improvements to the

transfer between the Montlake Triangle and Sound Transit’s rail

station. WSDOT will continue to coordinate after the NEPA Record of

Decision is issued.

Also note that the Preferred Alternative is most similar to Option a and

does not require the closure of NE Pacific Street.

 

I-093-115

WSDOT uses the verb "would" or "will" when communicating

commitments and project activities anticipated for a Preferred

Alternative, and typically reserves these more declarative statements for

inclusion in the Final EIS.  Staging areas are not finalized during

environmental review, and are subject to further refinement as design

advances and contractors are identified. Since publication of the SDEIS,

WSDOT has identified a Preferred Alternative, and has refined

assumptions about staging and hauling for the project.  Due to limited

space for staging areas in the highly developed SR 520 urban corridor,

WSDOT still proposes to use some of the UW Open Space as a staging

area, primarily to support construction of the new bascule bridge across

the Montlake Cut, stormwater facility, and improvements made  along

Montlake Boulevard to tie the new bascule bridge into the existing

roadways. The text in Chapter 6 describing the construction effects on
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this facility has been updated to reflect WSDOT's intent to use the open

space for staging.

 

I-093-116

Comment noted.

 

I-093-117

The change of access via Walla Walla Road during construction of

Option K was described on page 6-45 of the SDEIS.

 

I-093-118

Through the analyses conducted for the SDEIS, WSDOT determined

that Options K and L would result in greater negative impacts than

Option A. As a result of the SDEIS analysis, direction from the

Legislative Workgroup, and input from the community and agencies,

FHWA and WSDOT identified a Preferred Alternative that is similar to

Option A but with a number of design refinements to minimize effects.

 

I-093-119

Comment noted.

 

I-093-120

The Air Quality Discipline Report Addendum includes a quantitative

analysis of construction air quality effects for the Preferred Alternative.

Construction mitigation measures for air quality are not tied to specific

levels of emissions; rather, they seek to reduce emissions and to

minimize their potential effect on nearby populations, properties, and

sensitive receivers, and would be similar regardless of which alternative

is constructed. See the Potential Effects and Mitigation sections of the

addendum further detail on construction air quality effects and mitigation

measures.
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I-093-121

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements. See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for a description of the

planning process and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-093-122

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements. See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for a description of the

planning process and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-093-123

Wildlife may leave the area during construction. Effects to wildlife other

than noise are described in the last paragraph on page 6-95 of the

SDEIS.

It is correct to state that Option K may have had more noise than Option

A. This is because of the additional construction associated with the

traffic detour bridge around the excavation area for the depressed SPUI.

The duration of construction, and therefore the duration of noise would

have been longer with Option K than Option A.

 

I-093-124

The qualitative comparison of the Options contained within the SDEIS

adequately characterizes the relationship of the effects between Options

A, K, and L.  The language in the SDEIS remains unchanged.

 

I-093-125

Construction effects for Option K are discussed in detail on pages 48

through 54 of the Geology and Soils Discipline Report.  FHWA and

WSDOT have identified a Preferred Alternative that does not include a
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tunnel under the Montlake Cut, therefore the Final EIS does not further

evaluate tunnel construction. If Option K were identified as the Preferred

Alternative in the future, additional detail regarding the tunnel would be

provided at that time. The potential for an earthquake during construction

is considered low, and the risks of such an event are equally applicable

to all build alternatives.

 

I-093-126

Option A would widen East Montlake Place between Lake Washington

Boulevard and East Louisa Street (see Exhibit 13 in the Hazardous

Materials Discipline Report). The new lane would taper off south of East

Louisa Street to approximately one block north of McGraw Street.   Both

the Exxon Mobile and Circle K sites, are located approximately one block

south of where potential construction work would occur under Option A.

Although Option A does not widen the right-of-way in the vicinity of these

sites, there would still be a potential to encounter contaminated

groundwater due to the northeast and occasionally northwest

groundwater gradient. Standard mitigation measures as described in

Attachment 5 of the Hazardous Materials Discipline Report can be used

to manage these sites.

 

I-093-127

The summary comparison table at the end of Chapter 6 was meant to

provide a high level, at-a-glance comparison of the Options.  As an

alternative to the revision suggested by the comment, Section 6.1 of the

Final EIS includes the peak and average truck volumes anticipated for

each of the Options, including the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-093-128

Where accurate and appropriate “would” has been changed to “will” in

the Final EIS to reflect things that are certain to occur.
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I-093-129

North Foster Island would be reforested or replanted according to

mitigation agreements between WSDOT and the Arboretum.  

 

I-093-130

The requested change was not made because the information on haul

routes is included in the same table and does not need to be duplicated.

However, haul routes have been updated for the Preferred Alternative,

as described in Chapter 6 of the Final EIS.

 

I-093-131

The Section 106 process, as outlined in 36 CFR 800, seeks to identify

historic properties located within the APE.  Before the beginning of any

project work, WSDOT is required to perform archaeological

investigations at all project locations that have not been previously

cleared of archaeological sites. Prior to the publication of the SDEIS,

WSDOT had not yet performed these archaeological investigations on

Foster Island; hence the use of subjunctive language in this section.

Subsequent to the publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT conducted an

archaeological subsurface survey on Foster Island. No archaeological

resources were discovered.

 

I-093-132

The sentence uses the word “could” instead of “would” because

construction methods have not been determined at this stage of the

project. Noise mitigation measures will vary depending on the types of

machinery and equipment used and the way the project is staged and

constructed. WSDOT will continue to consider the recommendations of

the noise expert review panel and will implement its noise reduction

strategies whenever they are feasible and reasonable. WSDOT also will

require contractors to follow construction best management practices to

control noise.
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I-093-133

The comment is correct in saying that WSDOT will comply with

applicable agreements and regulations. See the complete list of

mitigation measures in the Air Quality Discipline Report Addendum.

“Would” is commonly used in an EIS.

 

I-093-134

The requested change was not made because the referenced text

accurately summarizes the relative effects of the options. Option K's

effect is somewhat less than double that of Option L, but more than

double that of Option A. 

 

I-093-135

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements. See Chapter 1 of the Final EIS for a description of the

planning process and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-093-136

The Preferred Alternative reduces effects on the Arboretum by

eliminating the existing Lake Washington Boulevard eastbound on-ramp

and westbound off-ramp and the R.H. Thomson Expressway ramps.

Westbound SR 520 traffic would be able to access Lake Washington

Boulevard via a new intersection located on the Montlake Boulevard lid

at 24th Avenue East. See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for additional

information.

 

I-093-137

Option L with suboptions would not affect the intersection of NE

25th/Blakely mentioned in the comment. Neither the Preferred

Alternative nor any of the SDEIS design options would substantially

affect traffic volumes or operations at this intersection.
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I-093-138

The purpose of identifying reasonably foreseeable actions is to

determine the cumulative effect on a resource, rather than to create a

comprehensive list of projects. Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)

and WSDOT guidance does not provide explicit requirements for how to

identify other present and reasonably foreseeable actions. Rather, it

allows agencies to determine the level of analysis appropriate for their

projects. The CEQ guidance does not require an inclusive list of projects,

but instead suggests evaluating both individual actions, when they are

reasonably well known, and groups of actions, which are typically

included in documents such as transportation plans and master plans.

The SDEIS included an extensive group of reasonably foreseeable

future actions (projects). In the Final EIS, WSDOT determined that,

consistent with the CEQ and WSDOT guidance, most of these projects

would be more appropriately evaluated within groups of reasonably

foreseeable actions.  To identify groups of reasonably foreseeable

actions, WSDOT relied on adopted regional and local land use and

transportation plans, consistent with CEQ guidance. These plans provide

information on the intended development of jurisdictions and

transportation networks over a long planning horizon, encompassing

multiple future projects that collectively have the potential to influence

resource trends.

These regional planning documents (such as PSRC’s Vision 2040 and

Transportation 2040), local planning documents (such as the City of

Seattle Comprehensive Plan), and master plans (such as the Seattle

Children’s Hospital Major Institution Master Plan) provide estimates of

future growth and development that encompass many individual

projects. Therefore, it is appropriate for the cumulative effects analysis to

rely on these planning documents in identifying regional trends rather

than to attempt to catalogue all foreseeable projects in the region. In this

way, actions such as future development at University Village, although
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not evaluated individually, were considered as part of the trends affecting

the resources into the future.

In the SDEIS, the reasonably foreseeable actions  were presented on

maps. In the Final EIS, the projects are presented in a list for greater

clarity. See Chapter 7 of the Final EIS for further discussion of how

reasonably foreseeable actions were identified.

 

I-093-139

Comment noted. Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has

developed a Preferred Alternative, based on Alternative A, that

incorporates design enhancements that would minimize adverse effects

such as those noted in the comment.

 

I-093-140

Comment noted. Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has

developed a Preferred Alternative, based on Alternative A, that

incorporates design enhancements that would minimize adverse effects

such as those noted in the comment. The Preferred Alternative is

described in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS. 

 

I-093-141

The Preferred Alternative would minimize adverse effects such as those

noted in the comment. It would reduce effects on the Arboretum by

eliminating the eastbound Lake Washington Boulevard on-ramp and

providing an off-ramp that connects to 24th Avenue instead of to Lake

Washington Boulevard. The addition of the proposed Lake Washington

Boulevard lid would more likely enhance the livability of the

neighborhood by eliminating the barrier effect referred to in the comment

and providing landscaped open space and improved connectivity for

pedestrians and bicyclists.
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I-093-142

See the response to Comment I-093-005 regarding interagency corridor

management.

 

I-093-143

Through the analyses conducted for the SDEIS, WSDOT determined

that Options K and L would result in higher impacts to natural resources

than Option A. As a result, FHWA and WSDOT identified a Preferred

Alternative that is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements to minimize effects. See response to comment I-093-022

regarding Option K.

 

I-093-144

Please see the response to Comment I-093-082, which states that a

historic property, as defined by 36 CFR 800.16, "means any prehistoric

or historic district, site, building, structure, or object included in, or

eligible for inclusion in, the National Register of Historic Places

maintained by the Secretary of the Interior."

 

I-093-145

Lake Washington Boulevard is not subject to Section 4(f) as a park

property, as it is an existing transportation facility undergoing

transportation improvements as part of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project.

However, the Preferred Alternative would reduce effects on Lake

Washington Boulevard by physically removing the existing Lake

Washington Boulevard eastbound on-ramp and westbound off-ramp and

the R.H. Thomson Expressway ramps. See the response to Comment I-

093-084 regarding the predicted reduction in traffic volume on Lake

Washington Boulevard in the Arboretum. The reduced trip volume, along

with other Lake Washington Boulevard enhancements would benefit the
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setting and feeling of the park boulevard.

As part of the Arboretum Mitigation Plan, WSDOT has committed to fund

traffic calming measures along Lake Washington Boulevard and to work

with the Seattle Department of Transportation on further measures to

manage traffic on the boulevard and in the Arboretum. 

The Final Cultural Resources Assessment and Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) contains a thorough analysis of potential

effects to historic properties from construction and operation of the

Preferred Alternative.  Please see the Final Cultural Resources

Assessment and Discipline Report for more information.

 

I-093-146

Please see the response to Comment I-093-086, which state that the

effects determination for the project undertaking, under all options

presented in the SDEIS and the Preferred Alternative, has always been

"adverse effect to historic properties."  However, the Draft Section

4(f)/6(f) Evaluation demonstrates that historic properties in the project

area would not be affected to the degree that the primary use of

properties would be impaired, due to construction of Option K.

The Final Section 4(f) Evaluation (Chapter 9 of the Final EIS)

demonstrates that the Preferred Alternative would do the least harm to

Section 4(f) properties, and the least overall harm, compared to the other

alternatives considered in the Section 4(f) evaluation.

 

I-093-147

As discussed in previous responses, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative that is similar to Option A, but with a number of design

refinements to further reduce negative effects. The Preferred Alternative

would reduce traffic volumes on Lake Washington Boulevard, and past

the Japanese Tea Gardens, compared to the No Build Alternative. This

reduced trip volume, along with traffic-calming measures and other Lake
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Washington Boulevard enhancements would benefit the setting and

feeling and would subsequently result in a noise reduction on the park

boulevard and adjacent botanical collections from the Washington Park

Arboretum.

 

I-093-148

A revision has not been made, because Exhibits 10a and 10c show the

boundaries of the Montlake Historic District that were defined on page

43, which states, "The Montlake area is generally considered to be from

the Washington Park Arboretum to Portage Bay, with the northern

boundary at the Montlake Cut and the southern boundary often listed as

Interlaken Park or Interlaken Boulevard."

 

I-093-149

See response to I-093-010.

 

I-093-150

The discussion of the Washington Park Arboretum and Arboretum

Waterfront Trail, included on pages 89 - 90 of the Draft Section 4(f)/6(f)

Evaluation, is meant to discuss the quantitative impacts of Option K and

convey the design features in this area, as well as introduce the

reasoning behind the associated 4(f) determination. This discussion is

part of the larger section entitled, “How would the project alternatives use

the Section 4(f) properties?” which is focused on the “use” of Section 4(f)

properties as defined by the regulations (i.e., acquisition of land).  The

effects to user experience from Option K can be found on pages 56-60

and 66-67 of the Draft Recreation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the

SDEIS), as well as on pages 96-97 of the Draft Section 4(f) Evaluation

as cited in the comment.

 

I-093-151

The paragraph referenced in this comment, and included on pages 150-
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151 of the Draft Section 4(f)/6(f) Evaluation, falls underneath the

subsection entitled, “General Measures to Minimize Harm.”  Both the

Option A and Option K lids would minimize harm compared to an un-

lidded roadway.  Under all options, the lids would be landscaped and

would have pedestrian crossings, would provide new green space in the

area and would reunite the communities on either side of the roadway.

The Preferred Alternative includes a larger Montlake lid, fully covering

SR 520 from west of Montlake Boulevard to east of 24th Avenue NE and

terminating near the Lake Washington shoreline. Due to its increased

size, this lid would further minimize the effects on the Montlake Historic

District. As with the options evaluated in the SDIES, this lid would also

function as a vehicle and pedestrian crossing, a landscaped area, and

open space.

 

I-093-152

The word "additional" has been removed from this paragraph in the Final

Section 4(f) Evaluation (Chapter 9 of the Final EIS).

 

I-093-153

Refer to response to comment I-093-060.

 

I-093-154

Please see the response to comment I-093-077, which discusses

WSDOT's coordination with the City of Seattle and the University of

Washington for replacement property for the affected Section 6(f)

resource.  Also, see Chapter 10 of the Final EIS for additional

information on the proposed replacement site and its fulfillment of the

requirements set forth in City Ordinance 118477.

 

I-093-155

The word 'parameter' can be defined as, "any of a set of physical
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properties whose values determine the characteristics of something." 

Parameter is an appropriate word selection for this sub-heading, and

therefore no change has been made to the document.

Please see Chapter 10 of the Final EIS for additional information on the

proposed replacement site and its fulfillment of the requirements set forth

in City Ordinance 118477. 

 

I-093-156

Since the SDEIS was published, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative that is similar to Option A, but with a number of design

refinements to further reduce negative effects.  The Preferred Alternative

would remove the Lake Washington Boulevard eastbound on-ramp and

westbound off-ramp and the R.H. Thomson Expressway ramps.

Additionally, the proposed replacement site, outlined in Chapter 10 of the

Final EIS and in the Section 6(f) Environmental Evaluation (Attachment

15 of the Final EIS), would result in a net gain of 1.3 acres of Section 6(f)

recreational space in the Seattle area.

 

I-093-157

The Parks Mitigation Technical Memorandum (Attachment 1 to the Draft

Section 4(f)/6(f) Evaluation) does not have a page numbered 33, as

indicated in this comment.  However, page 33 of the Draft Section

4(f)/6(f) Evaluation includes an explanation as to why the submerged

lands in the Montlake Playfield were not considered a Section 4(f)

resource.

 

Since the Draft Section 4(f)/6(f) Evaluation was published, WSDOT has

agreed, at the request of the City of Seattle as the agency with

jurisdiction, to treat submerged parklands as Section 4(f) properties in

the Montlake Playfield and the Washington Park Arboretum.  Please see
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Final Section 4(f) Evaluation (Chapter 9 of the Final EIS) for updated

findings and analysis.

 

I-093-158

With its design refinements, the Preferred Alternative would have fewer

and less severe effects on Lake Washington Boulevard and the

Arboretum than the No Build Alternative.  The Preferred Alternative

would remove the existing Lake Washington Boulevard eastbound on-

ramp and westbound off-ramp and the R.H. Thomson Expressway

ramps. See the response to Comment I-093-084 regarding the predicted

reduction in traffic volume on Lake Washington Boulevard in the

Arboretum. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative. Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

describes the effects of the No Build Alternative and Preferred

Alternative on local traffic volumes and operations in the Montlake

interchange area, including Lake Washington Boulevard.

 

I-093-159

As indicated in the response, this section is meant to read as an

executive summary.  For more detailed information in Section 6(f)

impacts, readers can look to the Draft Section 4(f)/6(f) Evaluation

(Attachment 6 of the SDEIS) and Chapter 10 of the Final EIS.

 

I-093-160

The referenced table briefly summarized the effects of construction for

the purpose of the Executive Summary. The effects of closing a portion

of NE Pacific Street in Options K and L were described in more detail in

Chapter 6 of the SDEIS and in Chapter 10 of the Transportation

Discipline Report.

 

I-093-161

WSDOT is developing Community Construction Management Plan
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(outlined in Attachment 9 to the Final EIS) that will establish best

management practices and other measures to reduce potential effects,

in consultation with the affected communities and organizations. This

information has been updated in the Final EIS and its Executive

Summary.

 

I-093-162

The means for public comment is addressed in Section 1.18 of the

SDEIS. It provides three methods for submitting comments as well as

the project website, hotline, and how to receive get on the project mailing

list. Additionally, as discussed in the Agency Coordination and Public

Involvement Discipline Report, several public meetings were held in

affected areas, including Madison Valley and the University District. The

University of Washington was and will continue to be a part of the

mediation process.

 

I-093-163

Comment noted.

 

I-093-164

The typographic error has been corrected in the Final EIS.

 

I-093-165

The requested change was not made because it does not affect the

analysis performed in the SDEIS. See the responses to comments I-093-

014 and I-093-017 regarding citations of the RCW.

 

I-093-166

The SDEIS provided a comprehensive analysis of effects on the

environment based on the design information available at that time.
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I-093-167

Comment noted.

 

I-093-168

Comment noted. WSDOT received a number of comments in support of

and in opposition to Options A, K, and L and the associated suboptions.

These opinions are summarized in the Supplemental Draft

Environmental Impact Statement Summary of Comments (WSDOT, April

2010), available at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative and Chapters 5 and 6 describe its environmental effects.

 

I-093-169

See the response to Comment I-093-005.

 

I-093-170

Comment noted.

 

I-093-171

Please see the response to Comment I-093-048.
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